Abstract

The objective of this paper is to provide a review of the recent developments in HEVC standardization, particularly focusing on the key features of hybrid coding tools and gives theoretical analysis, summaries of the technological advancements, and compares its performance with the H. 264/ MPEG-4 AVC high-profile standard. High Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC) is a proposed and under development new generation of video compression standard, which enables substantially higher compression capability than the existing state-of-the-art video coding standard and exhibit superior coding performance improvements over its predecessors. Some of the major contributors to the higher compression performance of HEVC are the introduction of quadtree structure, improved techniques to support parallel encoding/decoding, more directional intraprediction modes, support for several integer transforms with square as well as nonsquare transforms, merging of prediction blocks for improved motion information encoding, and extensive In-loop processing on reconstructed pictures. When completed, it unlocks future business not possible with today’s AVC notably suitable for resolutions up to Ultra High Definition (UHD) video coding in the future.
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